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Abstract—In mission critical applications of wireless sensor
networks (WSNs), multiple sinks can be associated to first
responders such as firefighters, but also to unmanned aerial
vehicles (UAVs). In such scenarios, data dissemination of events
towards mobile sinks should be performed reliably. In this paper
we present Honeycomb Architecture which enables data dissemination considering dynamic conditions of multiple sinks and
sources. Honeycomb Architecture exploits a virtual infrastructure
called ‘highways’, which is an area where all event data are
cached. The ‘highways’ act as rendezvous regions of the events
and queries. Once a query is issued, it is sent to one of the
‘highways’ and searches relevant data stored in the ‘highway’.
When the data is found, it is sent to the sink which has issued
the query. Our data dissemination protocol is fault-tolerant, i.e.,
it can bypass holes in the network. We evaluate and compare the
data delivery ratio and latency of our data dissemination protocol
with previous approaches. We also analyze the hotspot regions
in the network with different protocols. Simulation results show
that our work significantly reduces overall energy consumption
while maintaining comparably high data delivery ratio.

sink mobility, in such a way that avoids excessive updates
caused by frequently changing environment, (ii) To detect
routing holes and establish alternative forwarding paths.
For these purposes, we present the Honeycomb Architecture
and our geographical routing protocol Hexagonal Cell-Based
Data Dissemination (HexDD) for Mobile Multi-Sink WSNs.
Our proposed scheme is based on a virtual infrastructure
proposing rendezvous regions for events (data caching) and
queries (look-up). It supports both mobility of sinks and
sources. We evaluate and compare the data delivery ratio and
latency of HexDD protocol with previous approaches. We
also analyze the hotspot regions in the network with different
protocols. Simulation results show that our work significantly
reduces overall energy consumption in the network while
maintaining comparably high data delivery ratio.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: The related
works are introduced with their strengths and weaknesses in
Section 2. In Section 3 we present the honeycomb architecture
and basic operations of HexDD. Section 4 gives the simulation
results to evaluate the performance of the proposed protocol.
Finally, Section 5 concludes the paper.

I. I NTRODUCTION
The primary goal of a wireless sensor network (WSN) is
to collect useful information by monitoring phenomena in
the network. In WSNs, each sensor individually senses the
environment, but collaboratively achieves complex information
gathering and dissemination tasks. Typically a WSN follows
the communication pattern of convergecast, where sensors
collect data about a phenomenon and relay streams of data
to a common sink. Data dissemination is a preplanned way of
distributing queries and data among the nodes.
Our work is motivated by disaster management scenarios
where the deployment of the sensors is performed in a random fashion, e.g., dropping sensors from UAVs flying above
the field [1]. Wireless sensors might be attached to mobile
objects. In such scenarios, UAVs, emergency responders, e.g.
firefighters, or vehicles, e.g. firetrucks, carry sink nodes onboard. These mobile sinks are used to collect more reliable
data about the event in the dangerous/inaccessible regions.
In this scenario, which was under the consideration of the
European research project AWARE [2], we focus on data
dissemination of emergency messages towards mobile sinks.
In this context it is needed to achieve two main goals: (i) To
accommodate the dynamics of the WSN due to stimulus and
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II. R ELATED W ORK
Several data dissemination protocols have been proposed
for mobile WSNs. The proposed protocols fall in two major
categories: (i) Flooding-based and (ii) Virtual infrastructurebased. As the flat architectures and flooding-based protocols
do not scale, overlaying a virtual infrastructure over physical
network often has been investigated as an efficient strategy
for data dissemination in mobile WSNs [3]. In general,
virtual infrastructure-based protocols can be divided into (i)
backbone-based approaches (e.g. [4]), and (ii) rendezvousbased approaches (e.g. [5]) depending on how the virtual
infrastructure is formed by the set of potential storing nodes.
Since we also propose a rendezvous-based protocol, we mainly
discuss rendezvous-based approaches [6], [7] in this section.
In TTDD [6], each source node builds a uniform virtual grid
structure throughout the sensor field. A sink floods a query
within its local grid cell. The query then propagates along the
grid to reach the source node. While the query is disseminated
over the grid, a reverse path is established towards sink and
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This section introduces operations of our protocol. The
first phase is Hexagonal Cell-Based Network Partitioning.
Honeycomb cells and rendezvous areas are formed for the honeycomb architecture in the first phase. This phase is performed
in the network setup. After it is finished, the network becomes
ready to execute Hexagonal Cell-Based Data Dissemination
(HexDD) protocol in case an emergency message, e.g. fire
alarm, is generated somewhere in the network.

data is sent to the sink via this reverse path. If the stimulus is
mobile, number of sources and grids increase. This situation
can lead to excessive energy drain, and therefore limit the
network lifetime. LBDD [7] defines a vertical line that divides
the sensor field into two equal sized parts. This wide line acts
as a rendezvous area for data storage and look-up. When a
sensor detects a new event, it transmits a data report towards
the nodes in the virtual line. This data is stored on the first
node encountered in the virtual line. To collect the generated
data reports, the sink sends its query toward the rendezvous
area. This query is flooded along the virtual line until it arrives
to the inline node that owns the requested data. Thus, data
reports are sent directly to the sink. However, using a line as
rendezvous area at the middle of the network can results in
high latency for the nodes near the boundary of the network.
Although there are many proposals for data dissemination
in WSNs with mobile sinks, most of them suffer from high
communication cost resulting in high energy consumption as
the number of queries and data increases. Also, most of the
previous works do not discuss how to maintain the virtual
infrastructure if there are holes, a large space without sensors,
which is a common behavior in any real WSN deployment.

A. Hexagonal Cell-Based Network Partitioning
1) Honeycomb Cell Structure: Firstly, a honeycomb cell
structure is presented in comparison with the traditional rectangular grid. It is assumed that the sensor field be overlaid with
a honeycomb virtual mesh based tessellation. A honeycomb
mesh is shown in Fig. 1. Each cell has six neighbors covering
the surroundings from all directions. For two adjacent cells,
every node in one cell can communicate with all the nodes in
the other cell. The honeycomb mesh has a nice property that
for a given cell, all of its next hop cells are also adjacent
cells. They have the same maximum distance to this cell.
Honeycomb architecture provides grid homogeneity in sense
that there exists no neighboring cell that shares a corner.
√ The longest distance between two adjacent cells is l =
13r, where r is the edge length of the hexagon. In order
for all the nodes in adjacent cells to be able to communicate
√
with each other, the longest length must satisfy l = 13r ≤ R
where R is the transmission range. Therefore,
we choose the
√
edge length of the hexagon, r = R/ 13, such that sensors in
adjacent cells are within communicable distance of each other.
At the first step, with the given edge length of a hexagon,
r, each sensor node in a cell uses its location information to
associate itself with a honeycomb virtual cell having a name
of [i, j]. Fig. 1(a) shows the cell naming in honeycomb architecture. Next, we transform the cell names of the form [i, j]
into special cell addresses of the form [H, I]. The addresses of
the honeycomb cells are used in the data dissemination. The
details of honeycomb cell-node association [10] and cell nameaddress transformation can be found in [11]. The algorithms
for cell-node association and cell name-address transformation
are lightweight in computing. There is no communication
overhead. Each node executes the algorithms locally.
2) Construction of Border Lines and Hextants: Our honeycomb architecture defines three principle diagonal lines labeled
as l, b, and r which are drawn through the origin of center
cell, as illustrated in Fig. 2. These lines divide the sensor field
into six regions which are named as Hextants. Each of six
hextants is marked with roman numerals in the figure.
All hexagonal cells on diagonal lines l, b, and r are borders
of hextants so called as border cells. These three diagonal
lines act as rendezvous regions for data storage and look-up.
Each half line, which starts from the origin, is the rendezvous
area for the hextant which starts at this border line, assuming
a counter-clockwise direction.
3) Cell Addressing: We assign addresses of the form [H, I]
to each sensor in the same cell, where H is the shortest
cell-count of the node from the origin cell and I denotes

III. H ONEYCOMB A RCHITECTURE
In this section, we describe how the physical network is
partitioned into virtual hexagonal cells in the Honeycomb
Architecture. Instead of square grids, which are used in many
protocols [6], [8], we used a honeycomb architecture that
imposes a two dimensional hexagonal grid structure. Using
hexagonal cells in order to divide the network into sub-regions
is a simple and useful method for geographical routing since
a node in a given hexagonal-cell knows all its neighbors with
their associated-cell addresses that are the indications of which
direction a neighboring node lies on. The architecture also
defines three principle diagonal virtual lines – ‘highways’ (or
‘border lines’) – which divide the sensor field into six parts.
The lines, which intersect at the center of the network, are
used as rendezvous regions for the queries and the data.
Hexagonal cells were used in literature for various applications [4], [9], [10]. It is important to point out that in this
paper, we use hexagonal cells to propose a novel rendezvous
based fault-tolerant routing protocol for supporting mobility of
sinks in a WSN. In this protocol, we don’t assume a regular
topology in which there is one node on every corner of a
hexagonal cell [9]; instead, we assume a random deployment.
To begin with, we indicate some assumptions for virtual
honeycomb architecture. To enable geographic routing, every
node has its location information as also assumed in [4][7]. Through periodic beacon packets, a sensor can learn the
location and cell of its neighbors. Second, all the nodes know
the coordinates of the center of the network. It is required to
form rendezvous region at the setup stage. A simple method to
get the coordinates of the center of the network is given in [5].
Third, there are multiple sinks moving randomly in the sensor
field. Sinks are equal from the information point of view; it
does not matter to which sink data is sent.
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(a) Cell Naming, (b) Cell Addressing in Honeycomb Architecture

Virtual Infrastructure in Honeycomb Architecture.

Algorithm 1 Hexagonal Cell-based Data Dissemination
1: Input: [H, I]: address of the current cell
2: Input: [Hs , Is ]: address of the sink’s current cell
3: Output: [H, I] be the address of next hop cell
4: I. Find next hop cell towards center
5:
k = I/H
6:
[H, I] ⇐ [H − 1, I − k]
7: II. Find next hop cell towards sink
8: k = Is /Hs 
9: H ⇐ H + 1
10: if H <= kHs − Is then
11:
I ⇐ I + k − 1 // In the border line
12: else
13:
I ⇐ I + k // within the hextant
14: end if

the index of the hop-H hexagonal cell. The index starts at
line b of hextant I and increases in the counter-clockwise
direction. Hence, the nodes in the first-hop cells are addressed
as [1, 0], [1, 1],..., [1, 5]. Observe that nodes of the form [H, .]
are all located on the same hexagonal ring at distance H
form the center cell. Since the number of cells on H th hop
hexagonal ring is 6×H, the cell addresses range from [H, 0] to
[H, 6H−1]. This special addressing has some useful properties
which enable to make use of the cells on the diagonal lines
as rendezvous regions for data dissemination. If we define the
border cells more formally, all the cells addressed as [H, I] are
border cells if I = k · H, where integer k ∈ {0, 1, .., 5}. The
nodes associated with border cells are called border nodes.
B. Hexagonal Cell-Based Data Dissemination
In our data dissemination protocol, we use the concept of
central re-dissemination in which the packets flow towards the
center cells following previously selected directions. Instead of
sending packets directly to the center cell by using a simple
geographic routing, we send data through border lines towards
center cell because the aim is to store the generated data
reports in the border lines such that the mobile sinks can
easily collect them using a query-based data reporting method.
However, our approach is purely geographical which means
that we do not use flooding for route setup. The only required
information is the node position which is associated with a
hexagonal cell in the honeycomb architecture. With the given
virtual infrastructure, we propose Hexagonal Cell-based Data
Dissemination (HexDD) which has the following functions:
1) Data (Event) Forwarding: Event data forwarding in
HexDD is done through border nodes towards center region
according to Algorithm 1-I. As shown in Fig. 2 with arrows,
sensors route the packets to border cells in the first line
segment of the hextant, e.g. line r for hextant II, following
a direction parallel to the second line segment of the hextant,
e.g. line l for hextant II. When the data reaches one of the
diagonal lines, it is forwarded along the diagonal line towards
center cell. After the center cell receives data, it is directed to
one of the diagonal lines according to sink’s location, which is
specified in the sink’s query. Sensors in the border lines act as
rendezvous points for data storage and look-up which means
border nodes have a replica of data in their cache.

The HexDD keeps the traffic flow in all regions of the network nearly balanced because honeycomb architecture divides
the network space into six partitions and each partition uses a
different border line segment for data dissemination; therefore,
the traffic is spread among the different border lines.
2) Querying: In order to retrieve a specific data, a sink
sends a query towards center by using the same Algorithm 1I. The first border node which receives the query forwards it
towards the center cell. Each node in the border cells checks its
cache when it receives a query. If the data requested is in the
cache of a border node, it sends data back to sink through the
reverse path. Replicating data on the border cells can decrease
the cost of data look-up and the data delivery latency.
3) Data (Event) Delivery to Sink: To send data towards the
sink, the reverse path of the sink’s query forwarding path can
be calculated by using the cell address of the sink as given in
the Algorithm 1-II, or can be stored in the query.
C. Fault tolerance
In HexDD, we assume that there is at least one node which
will perform multi-hop routing within each cell. However, this
may not be always the case and sometimes an area of network
can be lost for some reasons, e.g., environmental reasons such
as fire. Holes are created where there is a group of cells
that do not have any active node inside. We propose a hole
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detection and bypassing mechanism which is one of the most
important features that shows how we maintain the honeycomb
architecture even if a part of the network is lost.
A sensor can easily detect the hole region by checking its
neighbor table which is updated by periodic beacon packets. If
the sensor has no neighbor on the next 2-hop cells in its radio
range, the node concludes that there is a hole at that area of
the network. To find an alternative path, the sensor sending its
packet (i.e. data or query) towards center checks its neighbors
and chooses the neighbor which is in the cell having the
smallest H, which shows the shortest cell-count of the node
from the origin cell. When the data is being sent from center to
sink, there are two options to find out the path between center
and the sink. First option is to modify the Algorithm 1-II and
calculate the path from the sink’s cell address; however, the
calculation changes according to the sink’s hextant; therefore,
it is not straightforward. On the other hand, storing the reverse
path in the query is easy and since sink sends a new query
whenever it changes its cell, it is also efficient. The reverse
path in the query recovers the hole at the path back to sink
(i.e. assuming communication links are bidirectional) because
when the query is being sent towards center, the alternative
path is calculated and stored in the query.
This mechanism is quite simple and efficient since it avoids
to flood any other control message to inform other nodes about
the hole which is required to find new bridge nodes. This is
mainly the advantage of using honeycomb architecture. It is
important to point out that in HexDD, if a hole happens at the
center of the network, the crossing area of the border lines at
the central region should be shifted to a closer location which
is not affected by the hole, or the first possible hexagonal ring
which excludes the hole can become the central region.
D. Mobility Support
The mobility of WSN, where most of the sensors are
stationary, can be divided into the stimulus mobility and sink
mobility. The impact of stimulus mobility on the dissemination
scheme is very small because when stimulus moves to another
cell, a sensor that captures the stimulus sends the data towards
the center. Also, if the sink moves inside its current cell, there
is no need for another process since the data will be forwarded
to the same neighboring cell until sink leaves its cell. When
the sink moves to another cell, it needs to send a new query
message towards the center to inform the center nodes about
its new cell. If any border node has the requested data in its
cache, it directly sends data to the new cell of the sink.
IV. P ERFORMANCE E VALUATION
For the purpose of performance evaluation, we have compared our protocol HexDD with two other rendezvous-based
approaches LBDD and TTDD. We choose TTDD and LBDD
for the comparison since we would like to investigate the effect
of using hexagonal cells instead of rectangular grids and using
three diagonal lines acting as rendezvous area instead of only
one line-based region. The simulations have been carried out to
evaluate the fault-tolerance performance of the protocols. For

this purpose, we vary the total number of holes and the size
of holes in the network. We also have analyzed the protocols’
energy distribution maps which are important to see hotspot
regions created by each protocol in the network.
A. Simulation Environment
We have implemented and tested our protocol in NS2. To
guarantee a fair comparison between TTDD and HexDD, we
set simulation parameters comparable to those used in [6]. This
includes simulation of IEEE 802.11 DCF as the underlying
MAC and an energy model in which a sensor’s transmitting,
receiving and idling power consumptions are set to 0.66W,
0.395W and 0.035W, respectively. The cell size in TTDD is
set to 600 m. In LBDD, width of the virtual line is set to
250 m. Each node has a transmission range of 250 m and
210 nodes are randomly distributed on a 1500×1500 m2 field.
Each simulation run lasts for 200 seconds, and each result
is averaged over six random network topologies. A source
generates one data packet per second, so there are in total 200
data packets/source sent. Sinks’ mobility follows the standard
Linear Mobility model. Mobile sinks could attain a maximum
speed up to 14 m/s with 5 seconds pause time. The stimuli
remain static during the simulation time.
We used the following metrics to evaluate the performance
of the protocols: (i) Average Data Delivery Ratio: defined as
the ratio between the total number of data packets received
by the sinks and the total number of data generated by the
sources; (ii) Average Delay: defined as the total time elapsed
between the data generation by a source and its reception by
a sink, also averaged over all source-sink pairs.
B. Simulation Results
1) Impact of the number of hole regions in the network:
Each different shaped and middle sized holes covering 5 cells
in the network is randomly generated and positioned on the
hextants or on the border lines. The number of sources is equal
to the number of holes in the network. Each source is placed
on a location where it is affected by at least one hole. The 3
destination sinks are chosen randomly in the network.
Fig. 3(a) shows the impact of increasing number of holes on
the average data delivery ratio (DDR). Fig. 3(b) presents the
average data delivery delay. We observe that for all protocols
when we increase the number of holes in the network, the
DDR decreases. In TTDD, routing crosses over the holes for
most of the data packets. TTDD does not have a specific hole
recovery mechanism; however, it builds grids and its routing
strategy is along the grid so if some parts of the grid is
missing, there are still alternative paths on the grid to forward
packets towards sinks. However, TTDD has the highest delay
since the alternative paths along the grids to bypass holes are
in most of the cases longer than the possible shortest path
between sources and sinks. In LBDD, on the other hand, more
packets get stuck in the holes when we increase the number
of holes. The packets in LBDD are always directed to one
single strip vertically positioned at the center of the network
and for the packets coming across holes, greedy forwarding
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sometimes fails to route across the holes. Since a data packet is
forwarded along the boundary of a hole in LBDD until greedy
forwarding becomes possible again, it has the lowest delay.
We also observe a slight decrease in the delay of LBDD since
when we increase the number of holes, the number of packets
routed across the holes decrease and the packets routed across
the holes experience shorter paths. The special hole recovery
mechanism in HexDD can also achive a high DDR. It also
tries to forward packets along the boundary of a hole via the
shortest possible path so it also has a low delay.
2) Impact of the size of holes in the network: In this set
of simulations, there are one source-sink pair and one hole in
the network. The size and the shape of the hole is changed
for different runs. The size of the hole is represented as the
number of cells that the hole covers.
Fig. 4(a) shows the average DDR and Fig. 4(b) presents the
average delay for increasing hole size. The grid structure of
TTDD allows the data packets to find other paths to bypass
hole even when we have a large hole in the network so DDR of
TTDD is the highest. However, the delay of TTDD is also the
highest, because the alternative paths along the grid maybe
much more longer than the path along the boundary of a
hole. When we have larger holes, the DDR of LBDD rapidly
decreases since it is getting harder for greedy forwarding to
find a path along the boundary of a large hole. More packets
get stuck in the hole, e.g., 26% of the packets get lost in the
hole covering 10 cells as shown in Fig. 4(a). That is why also
the delay of LBDD is the lowest. Simulations show that the
hole recovery mechanism in HexDD works efficiently since the
DDR of HexDD is high. On the other hand, the data delivery

delay of HexDD is much more shorter than that of TTDD
because HexDD tries to go along the boundary of the hole
and finds the shortest possible path.
3) Hotspot regions: The use of a virtual infrastructure
for the data dissemination can lead to the hotspot problem.
Indeed, as all data reports and queries are concentrated over
the rendezvous area, the hotspot problem can arise, limiting thus the network lifetime and the scalability. In this
set of simulations, we analyzed hotspot region with three
different scenarios having 6 sources and 1 sink located at
different locations. Fig. 5 shows the distribution map of
energy consumption for the protocols. Energy consumptions
in hello packet transmissions and idle mode are not shown
in the maps since it depends largely on the data generation
interval and does not indicate the efficiency of data delivery.
Although energy consumption is highly variable and depends
on the current location of the sink and source, an important
observation about our approach is that nodes in the border
lines experience a higher energy consumption which shows
that energy consumption is distributed among all nodes in the
rendezvous region. On the other hand, the nodes close to the
center of the network consume the highest energy, as expected.
It is, therefore, observed that in HexDD the network lifetime
is defined by a few nodes that are at the center of the network.
Concerning LBDD, we notice that energy consumption is also
distributed among all nodes in the rendezvous region, which
is the central strip in the network. However, LBDD also has
the highest energy consumption at the center of the network.
In TTDD, since a separate grid structure is constructed by
each individual source, the energy consumption is equally
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high throughout the network. This increases the probability to
exhaust the battery energy of the majority of nodes, leading
to network partitioning and reduced network lifetime.
TABLE I
OVERALL E NERGY C ONSUMPTION (W)

Scenario
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938
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is also another solution for the hotspot problem. Investigation
of solutions for hotspot problem is a part of our future work.
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The overall energy consumptions of the protocols are shown
in Table I. The energy consumption of TTDD is higher than
HexDD and LBDD, since as the sink moves it tends to
reconstruct a new path between the sinks and the grid by
local query flooding and agent updates. Also, LBDD floods
the query of sink in the inline region for its location updates.
HexDD has the smallest overall energy consumption.
V. C ONCLUSIONS
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